
Color Me Quilts 
Let Desiree show you how to apply colored pencils to look painterly and dimensional. Learn the same       
technique she showed on Quilting Arts TV and in their magazine in 2015!  She will be teaching you some faux 
techniques including blending to give a more realistic look to your designs. Once sealed these pieces become 
washable and permanent. It's tons of fun and can be applied to other surfaces and to your art quilts to add 
details and textures. No ART EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! Join us for a stress free day applying color and textures to 
our fabric. Depending on how fast you work your block should be well on its way in class and you will receive 
instructions for a table runner. There will be a kit fee which will include use of Desiree's supplies along with a 
choice from one of the pre-quilted blocks of Desiree's Flower sketches all stitched out and ready for applying 
your color.  
 
You will learn: 
 Color Selection 
 Blending 

 Shading  
 How to apply the colored pencils to fabrics 

 Sealing 
 Other ways to incorporate pencils in your quilts 

 How to create an beautiful piece of art without an art background  
 and so much more 
 

Kits will be available for an additional $20, you will receive a pre-quilted block, and the use of all of the        
instructors supplies to create a beautiful piece of art that will be washable! 

Desiree Habicht is an award winning artist and fiber artist. Come and be inspired and motivated by her stories 
and energy! You will love getting lost in the creative process as she gives you instructions on how to create 
these beautiful pieces of art that can be incorporated into any quilt pattern or framed as art. Beginners are 
welcome as no artistic experience is required.  
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